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power. There are mainly two techniques [3] to reduce
the peak power or average power for test vector
In this paper, we formulate a problem to obtain reordering: one is repetition of test vectors; another is
the shortest sequence of test vectors while keeping addition of new vectors.
fault coverage and satisfying peak power constraints. In this paper, we formulate a problem to obtain the
There are mainly two techniques to reduce the peak shortest sequence of test vectors while keeping fault
power or average power for test vector reordering: coverage and satisfying peak power constraints.
one is repetition of test vectors; another is addition of Furthermore, using above two techniques to reduce
new vectors. Using these techniques to reduce the the peak power, we also present two algorithms to
peak power, we present two algorithms to obtain the obtain the solution of the problem.
solution of the problem; one is a heuristic algorithm
for traveling salesperson problem (TSP) and the other
2. Problem formulation
is a tree travel process (TTP) algorithm.
Key words: Test length minimization, power
Power Constraint Test Length Minimization Problem:
constraints, combinational circuits, reordering
Input
-A combinational circuit at gate level
1. Introduction
-T: a set of test vectors
-Pmax: A constraint on peak power
Growing size of VLSI circuits, along with the
Output
high transistor density, is making minimization of
-The shortest sequence of test vectors
power dissipation an important issue in VLSI design.
which includes all the vectors in T and
The dominant component of total power dissipation
satisfies the peak power constraint Pmax
is attributed to dynamic power dissipation caused by
switching of the gate outputs [1]. Therefore, for 3. Overview of methodology
combinational circuits, power is dissipated mainly
when the input vector is changed. Power dissipation
We introduce a graph called “Power Constraint
during test is dependent on the order of the test
Graph
(PCG)”. Let PCG=(V, E) be an undirected
vectors. There is an approach for minimizing power
graph,
where
each node vi V corresponds to an input
based on test vector reordering [2].
vector.
If
the
power dissipation between two vectors
Power dissipation during test is more than during
normal operation. Hence, test application under satisfies the allowable power, there is an edge
power constraint is required. It is important to obtain between the nodes corresponding to the two vectors;
the shortest sequence of test vectors such that the otherwise, there is no edge between them.
Filter_Process: For a PTG,
power does not exceed the allowable maximum
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eij: Power consumed incident two patterns T i,Tj
applied successively
vij: Test-power from Ti to Tj; vij=vji.[1]
If vij>p, then drop eij,eji;
A shortest path in PCG, which traverses at least
all the nodes of T, corresponds to a shortest test
sequence which includes all the vectors in T and
satisfies the peak power constraint. Therefore, the
power constraint test length minimization problem
introduced in the previous section can be reduced to
the problem of finding a shortest path in PCG which
traverses at least all the nodes of T.
Since |V|=2p where p is the number of primary
inputs of the given circuit, it is intractable to obtain
the whole graph of PCG by computing all the power
dissipation between all the nodes in PCG. Therefore,
we deal with a sub-graph of PCG as follows.
Let PCGT=(T, E ) be a sub-graph of PCG, which
only contains all nodes corresponding to the test
vectors set T.
If the sub-graph PCG T is unconnected, we
cannot obtain a test sequence which traverses all the
nodes of T. In this case, we need to add some new
test vectors from outside of T. Furthermore, even if
PCGT is connected, adding some new test vectors
may decrease the test sequence length. Therefore, we
augment the sub-graph PCG T by adding some nodes
(for new test vectors) and corresponding edges from
PCG so that augmented sub-graph contains a shortest
test sequence.
The procedure that finds additional new test vectors
is called Find_Path. By using the Hamming distance,
we can find new test vectors between the two vectors
such that the peak power constraint is satisfied.
Find_Path Process:
Hd(i,j):hamming distance between vectors Vi,Vj.
Vi ,V j TPGt ,by the following process:
step=2
repeat
repeat
Select
Vk1…Vkm(m=step),
which
Hd(k1,i)=…=Hd(km,j)=Hd(i,j)/step
Calculate eik1,…,ejkm
P, , e jkm P or all Vk which
Untill eik1
Hd(k1,i)=…=Hd(km,j)=Hd(i,j)/step be selected
If all Vk which Hd(k,i)=Hd(k,j)=Hd(i,j)/step
be selected,step=step+1
P, , e jkm P
Until Hd(i,j)<step or eik1

Vk1 ,

If Hd(i,j)<step then return step=
,Vkm and step.

else return

After the Find_Path procedure, we can get
another sub-graph of PCG described below.
PCGT*=(T*, E ), where T* is a set of nodes which

represent the original test vectors and the new
additional test vectors mentioned above.
Two algorithms employed to find the shortest
sequence are presented in this paper. One is a
heuristic algorithm for traveling salesperson problem
(TSP); the other is a tree travel process (TTP)
algorithm.

4. Algorithm for Traveling Salesperson
Problem
From the PCGT*=(T*, E ), we generate a graph
PCGD=(T, E , W) with respect to T as follows.
PCGD is a complete undirected graph, where each
node ti T represents a test vector, each edge (ti, tj)
E represents the shortest path between the pair of
nodes (ti, tj) and the weight ( W) of each edge is the
length of the path.
A shortest path in PCGD which traverses all the
nodes of PCGD is a shortest path in PCG which
traverses all the nodes of T. This problem can be
reduced the Traveling Salesperson Problem. Since
the TSP is NP-hard, we have to consider a heuristic
algorithm to solve it. There have been reported many
methods to reduce the complexity [6]. Here we give
a heuristic algorithm with two assumptions.
Assumption 1(m steps Markov Assumption) In
TSP, one hop is only related to m frontiers.
Assumption 2 If a path from ti to tj is a part of
the best path, it is at least the k-th best paths in all
paths from ti to tj, where k is a given integer and ti, tj
are different nodes.
A sequence (which visit Vi once and only once) will
be called as“the best sequence” if Pi ,i 1 is minimized.
The algorithm is described as follows.
TSP Process
•1.Start from any Vi;(For example,V1),L=1.
•2.Vertexes (which do not appear in front of i
steps)
are sorted by the weight of
m

Pi

k ,i k 1

,select the above k vertexes.

k 0

•3.Chose k best sequence, L=L+k;
•4.repeat 2,3.until L>=n
•5.Find the best sequence from si=(V1,……Vn)i.
•6.Find the best sequence from (s1,s2,……,sk).
Since the algorithm starts at each node, the
complexity of this algorithms is O(n2km), where k, m
are given integer and n is the number of test vectors.
We except that the above two assumptions will be
satisfied for most cases.

5. Tree travel process algorithm

Tree travel process does not need a complete
graph. It works on PCGT*.
Theorem 1 :If eij is an edge of shortest routine which
visit all nodes at least once. eij or eji will be passed at
most twice.
Proof: If eij or eji will be passed three times or more
and it’s edges of the shortest routine, we only
consider the last three times.
The shortest routine consists of r0,j i,r1,i j,r2,j i,r3.
We can find another routine consists of r0, r2,
j i ,r1,r3. It’s clear the second routine is shorter than
the first one. The first one is not the shortest one. #
Corollary 1: For a connected graph, visiting all
nodes at least once, the shortest routine is at most
2*m-l steps.( Where m is number of edges, l is the
length of the longest path, the longest path is a path
which node and edge are not repeated ).
Theorem 1 and corollary 1 indicate thatfor
connected graph we can reduce the problem to find
the longest path and the number of edges is little
enough. For unconnected graph, byFind_Path Process
we can connect all nodes in one connected graph.
If a connected graph is a tree, the number of
edges is the least and we can easily find the longest
path. The algorithm is worked on a connected tree
which is sub-graph of the connected graph. The result
is not always the best, but it approaches to the best.
Even if the tree is a connected tree, adding some
new test vectors may decrease the length. There are
three useful corollaries to decide whether additional
nodes are necessary.
i: index of sub-tree
mi: number of edges of sub-tree i;
di: the maximum depth of sub-tree i;
li: the longest length of sub-tree i;
Tri:sub-tree i;
Corollary 2:Two sub-tree Tri,Trj are not first and last
sub-tree, if additional nodes can be found to connect
two sub-tree and satisfies P, adding them will reduce
the travel steps, if it satisfies: li+lj>lsteps.(which lsteps is
the steps by Find_Path_Process).
Corollary 3: Two sub-tree Tri,Trj are first and last
sub-tree, if additional nodes can be found to connect
two sub-tree and satisfies P, adding them will reduce
the travel steps, if it satisfies: li+lj +2>di+di+ lsteps.
Corollary 4: Two sub-tree Tri,Trj ,one is first or last
sub-tree, another is not. if additional nodes can be
found to connect two sub-tree and satisfies P, adding
it will reduce the travel steps, if it satisfies:
li+lj+2 >di+ lsteps.
The algorithm is described as follows.
TTP Process:
1. Based on the depth first search technique, travel
nodes represented all original test vectors to obtain
some spanning trees,Tr1,……Trt.

2. Connect all trees by addition of new vectors in
PCGT*, and obtain one spanning tree with some
sub-trees.
3. Connect leaves of different sub-trees to reduce
the length of traveling the whole tree by
corollary 2,3,4.
4. Travel the whole tree and obtain a sequence of
vectors.
2
2
The complexity of this algorithm is O(t *n ),
where t is the number of sub-tree and n is the number
of test vectors.

6. Conclusions and future work
This paper formulated a problem to obtain the
shortest sequence of test vectors while keeping fault
coverage and satisfying peak power constraints.
Furthermore, using two techniques to reduce the peak
power, we also presented two algorithms to obtain
the solution of the problem. We also discussed the
conditions that solution exists and a method that finds
additional new vectors.
Some techniques to reduce peak power
dissipation for scan sequential circuits have been
presented in [5, 6]. Our future work is to apply our
proposed method for combinational circuits to scan
designed sequential circuits.
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